NOW OFFERING CHERRY PAYMENT PLANS! LINK ON WEBSITE

Intro Pricing on QWO cellulite
Treatment: This quick and easy treatment is used to
release the dimples associated with cellulite and
create a smooth, more even skin surface.
Cost Range $1700- $3000
*Consultation needed to determine treatment amount*
It wouldn’t be November without

EXTRA SAVINGS on CoolSculpting

FLANKSGIVING: Let us Freeze your leftovers: Additional $200 off our already low pricing on flanks!
Turkey GOBBLES (chin): Save an additional $200 and finally get rid of that wobble in your gobble.

SCALP HEALTH + HAIR RESORATION = GAME CHANGER
Announcing Keravive Scalp
Treatments:

PRP Hair Restoration
Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP)
Hair restoration treatment uses
healing properties from your own
blood to restore healthy hair
follicles and stimulate hair
growth. $1800 for 3 sessions
(Save $600

Helps to cleanse and nourish the
scalp while increasing circulation
and hair growth.
$1500 for 3 sessions, FREE daily
home treatment ($150 value)

Platinum Hydrafacial: The ultimate HydraFacial experience! Begin the detoxification
process with Lymphatic Drainage. Then, the Signature HydraFacial deeply cleanses, exfoliates, extracts
and hydrates the skin while addressing your specific skin concern with a Booster of your choice. This
treatment concludes with LED Light Therapy to further reduce the visible signs of aging. $300

$150 off Any RESTYLANE FILLER (*Excludes Sculptra)
Defyne, Refyne, Restylane L, ContourCheeks, Laugh Lines, Lips, Tear Troughs, and
Jawline!

SCULPTRA LIQUID FACE LIFT:

Sculptra is naturally absorbed by the body and gradually

helps rebuild lost collagen. It restores facial volume and fills in wrinkles and folds over time. Sculptra can be injected
to correct shallow to deep facial wrinkles and folds. Results appear gradually after the procedure and can last up to
two years. $2600 + 50 UNITS FREE DYSPORT AND FREE GIFT VALUED AT $250

REVISION SKIN CARE RAFFLE continues …(but the stakes have changed)
Purchase ANY 3 full size items and get entered to win the ULTIMATE The Revision Ritual Limited Edition Trial
Regimen (VALUE $275)- Achieve maximum results with a comprehensive collection of professional-grade
skin care products. This ultimate ritual targets all visible signs of aging to uncover younger, healthierlooking skin.*

